(A-C) Schematics showing uncaging trains at 6 spines on a single branch (SB), 7 spines on multiple branches (MB) and a single uncaging train adjacent to the soma (~5 µm). (D) Example jRGECO1a ΔF/F 0 traces taken following distal 1 Hz-GU, without Ca 2+ signal propagation beyond the dendrite. (E) Sum integrated ΔF/F 0 for activated spines (sp) and soma (so) following multi-branch uncaging across an average of 8 spines (n = 4). (F) Graph of sGFPNFATc3 intensity in nucleus and cytosol (normalized to pre-uncaging values). (G-I) As in D-E but with 0.5 Hz-GU adjacent to the soma as indicated in panel C above. Ca 2+ signals propagated from the soma throughout the entire visible dendritic arbor. (n = 7). One-way ANOVA repeated measures with Dunnett, ***p<0.001. (J) Summary of somatic jRGECO1a ΔF/F 0 for a variety of uncaging frequencies/distributions as indicated. Ca 2+ signals were either dendrite-restricted ('restrict') or propagating throughout the dendritic arbor and soma ('prop'). MB, SB and soma are as detailed above. 0.5 Hz restrict SB (n = 5); 0.5 Hz restrict MB (n = 8); 0.5 Hz soma (n = 7); 1 Hz prop SB (n = 7); 1 Hz prop MB (n = 9); 2 Hz prop MB (n= 4). One-sample t-test vs. 0, ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05. (K) Summary of peak normalized fold change in nuclear sGFP-NFATc3 for groups as described in J. One-sample t-test vs. 1.0, ***p<0.001, *p<0.05. (L) Graph of peak normalized fold change in sGFP-NFATc3 nuclear intensity vs jRGECO1a sum integrated spine ΔF/F 0 . Fit with linear regression and analyzed for Pearson's correlation. (M) As L but vs jRGECO1a sum integrated soma ΔF/F 0 . 
